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OBJECTIVES:

Christmas Bell Decoration

Christmas

RDPS

Classrooms

05.72.20LU 40 minutes

rr(A-E)

Intra Class Activities File

' To make students aware about the importance of bells in Christmas celebration.. To develop the aesthetic skills of students.
. To provide them an opportunity to discover their hidden talent.
. To buird the connectivity between rogic and creative mind development.

Descriotion:

"Every artist dips his brush in his own soul, and paints his own nature into his pictures,,
classroom is a mini institution within the larger institution of the school. It carries its own identity,
homogeneity and a wide range of talent with immense potential to help its members (students) to
grow' Participation in activities gives a student an opportunity to share. create and have fun. An
activity of christmas Bell Decoration was conducte:d for the students of c{ass II in their respective
classrooms' All the students were informed in advance about the activity. All the students participated

with great zeal and enthusiasm in the activity. some of them used materials like sparkles, stones and
small pieces to add creativity to their christmas Bell. This activity herped to nurture their creativity and
challenge their imagination. Prior to the activity, the students were briefed and made familiar about
the importance of celebrating christmas, lesus christ and his sacrifices. The activity helped the
students to build connectivity between logic and creative mind development. All the students

expressed their creativity through head, heart and hands. They performed well in the activity. Best five
entries were selected from each section, out of which best five were awarded on the basis of culture,
cosmopolitanisin, constructivism and creativity. overall, it was an educationil as well as enjoyable
activity for the students. In a nutshell, the activity helped in achieving the above mentioned objectives.
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